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remarkable thing is that so few lives were lost."1 There was
no vote by ballot; each voter had to record his vote before
the returning officer verbally, and often the candidates' agents
were in close attendance not only to notice his vote but also
if necessary, to prevent his recording it, even by force. In
the counties the place of the election was not fixed before-
hand, as the writ directed the sheriff to hold it at the next
county court, which he could hold where he liked. An
Act of 1696 enacted that county elections should be held
" at the most public and usual place of election and where the
same has most usually been for forty years past/'2 This
left the sheriff considerable choice, and in 1734 the two
candidates for Hampshire had the poll moved in the middle
of the contest from Winchester to the Isle of Wight.3 Until
1785 there was no limit to the length of the poll, and in the
previous year the poll at Westminster was held over a period of
forty days. In 1785 the poll was restricted to fifteen days
Demands for a scrutiny and election petitions were naturally
numerous. For instance, after the election of 1708, petitions
involving ninety seats were presented.4 There was also no
fixed date for elections, and the opening of the poll was
determined by the returning officer.5
ofreiaeclorlity The methods of securing favourable returns were naturally
methods. very varied. In the absence of any electoral roll, the pre-
siding magistrate had the task of deciding the qualification
of voters who presented themselves. Occasionally they were
therefore accompanied to the polling station by the servants
of candidates, to assist them in refusing the votes of some and
to prevent them declining the votes of others.6 Violence
was common: at Westminster, agitators were hired at
55. per day, and gangs of rowdies stood nominally to keep
the way to the hustings clear, really to intimidate the
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